“

EVENTING
Feeding to win:

Let thy food
be thy medicine

“

Hippocrates
We couldn’t agree more.
Now, let this guide be the cause
of your greatest success.
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All Cavalor products comply with FEI regulations.

Karin Donckers

“

sometimes essential. My
horse Grandioz suffered
significant weight loss &
only Cavalor Wholegain
gave her the amount of
nutritional value she
needed to gain weight
supplements are
“ Cavalor
not only beneficial but

START HERE
1
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Need more calories to
sustain current workload
than just forage can provide?

NO

YES
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What’s your horse’s natural
temperament in work?

TENSE IN DRESSAGE

NEEDS MORE GAS

NORMAL
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DURING TRAINING

GUT CHECK AND MUSCLE UP

DURING
TRAINING

1.5 HOURS
PRIOR TO XC

THREE DAYS
LEADING UP
TO XC

TWO DAYS LEADING UP
TO DRESSAGE
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AFTER DRESSAGE,
EACH MEAL
PRIOR TO XC
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SHOW JUMP PREP

EASE THE
MOST
COMMON
LIMITING
FACTOR

RECOVERY

WHAT else?
7

8

Worried about joints?

OH THE PLACES YOU’LL GO!

WHO ISN’T?

IMMUNITY IS CRITICAL TO
EVENT HORSE PERFORMANCE

FEEL BETTER NOW

Ah…Vacation!

NOW GO WIN

Nothing beats this power duo
for a maximum boost 1-2
days prior and throughout event.

Travel much?

Maximize the winning
effects of downtime.

FINISH
HERE

Want more details? We thought you might.
1. FORAGE Every horse has the same basic need to keep intestines moving with a constant source of roughage
such as hay or grass. These fibers promote healthy microflora in the large intestine, and keep the overall intestinal
health of the horse on track. Feed high quality hay in multiple small meals each day (slow feeders if you can do those)
to replicate free foraging as much as possible. Skimping on hay is the fastest way to create problems and ultimately
waste money.
2. ADD CALORIES As a tri-athlete, the event horse needs both aerobic (oxygenated energy conversion e.g.
dressage) and anaerobic (jumping). Cavalor feeds use puffed cereals for unparalleled absorption of starch and
sugar in the small intestine, which increases feed efficiency (you can feed less). In turn this helps keep the digestion
operating as nature intended and significantly reduces the risk of issues. The impact of puffing the cereals, versus
whole or crimped, cannot be overestimated in how it positively affects both digestion (for health) and absorption
(maximum fuel for performance).
3. FEED Cavalor has multiple feeds to suggest for the event horse, fine-tuned for phase and individual genetic
types and personalities. Without a crossover period, you can use these feeds interchangeably, such as feeding
an excitable horse a Cavalor Strucomix/Endurix blend normally, switching to Cavalor Pianissimo plus one or
more calming products for dressage, then Cavalor Superforce for the jumping phases. This is because in all
Cavalor feeds similar ingredients in different proportions are used. For horses that need more productive energy,
the switch to Superforce is made earlier; also consider trying Bronchix Liquid to open up breathing, as it’s the
most common limiting factor for equine performance. For all eventing horses we recommend a Cavalor meal
plus An Energy Boost 1.5 hours before XC.
4. GUT CHECK & MUSCLE UP It’s well-known that Cavalor barns spend a lot less on pricey ulcer
meds because our feed is simply more in line with the equine body. However, for extra support, we have
Cavalor Gastro 8. (And make sure your horse has forage in his belly before work so the acid won’t slosh above the
stomach’s protective lining.) Periodic use of Cavalor Muscle Force supports outstanding muscle development.
5. SHOW JUMP PREP Fast muscle recovery is key for show jumping: after XC, feed 1-2 lbs of
Cavalor Superforce twith 50 ml Cavalor Muscle Liq to restore muscle cells, and administer Cavalor Free Bute,
Cavalor Arti Matrix and Cavalor Muscle Fit to soothe and support stressed joints and reduce lactic acid production.
6. RECOVERY Cavalor Cooling Wash, Cavalor Muscooler, and Cavalor Ice Clay are a triple win to quickly make your
horse feel fantastic after strenuous work, while Cavalor Mash & Mix soothes stressed digestion.
7. JOINTS Reduce/remove pain to improve performance with Cavalor FreeBute + give joints what they need to
maintain health with Cavalor Arti Matrix. Cavalor has performed extensive research directly related to the impact of
inflammation on the joints, and joint reaction after inflammatory stimuli. From this, we’ve identified different herbs
and nutrients that work most efficiently in order to prevent pain and inflammation.
8. IMMUNITY Our research indicates most show horses with no outward sign of illness have compromised
blood profiles due to travel and show stress, leaving them at risk for illness, and impacting (however subtly)
their show performance. With the rigors they face, event horses need to be as healthy as possible. Gut
health is the basis for a good immune system, so with Cavalor feed as your base, we then recommend
Cavalor Emergency 911 microflora, hydration-promoting Cavalor Mash & Mix, and Cavalor Resist + VitC prior to a long
journey or during competition season. It’s been proven in field use that horses suffer less from skin irritations when they
are on Cavalor Resist + VitC. We strongly recommend Cavalor OilMega, and for many horses, Cavalor Vitaflor 365.

9 NOW GO WIN Two days before a competition, start using the Cavalor secret one-two punch to go out and
win. Hard workers are always a little stiff or sore, and Cavalor FreeBute gives them the relief they need to feel
great and give it their all. Cavalor Muscle Fit has a similar effect, this time on the muscles, by reducing lactic acid
buildup, and even more importantly, by stimulating its breakdown. This eases stiffness and promotes maximum
muscle activity and ability for the edge you need to win.
10. AH…VACATION! It’s important to remember that horses being let down from work also need
to be let down from their performance feed. Feed as you need! Leverage layups and letdowns into
future high performance and success with Cavalor Strucomix Senior (if weight regain is needed) or
Cavalor FiberForce feed, and Cavalor Hepato Liq to detox.

